E N H A N C E M E N T S B E YO N D E X P E C TAT I O N

WHO WE ARE Founded over 20
years ago, Great Lengths is a world leader
in hair extensions, providing versatile,
pre-bonded 100% human hair. Our hair is of
guaranteed origin and ethicality, and can be
used to add length, volume, colour or texture
to transform your look. Our unique bonding
system features keratin protein, a polymer
compound whose molecular structure
mimics human hair. Our bonds allow the hair
to move naturally whilst remaining strong,
giving you long-lasting results.

LEADING THE WORLD
IN HAIR EXTENSIONS
OUR STORY In India, during Hindu
rituals, hair is voluntarily donated to temples
by complete shaving of the head, a process
known as tonsuring. Our representatives
are committed to ensuring that all hair is
donated totally ethically and willingly and
that a fair price is paid. Payment for the
hair is then used in the local community,
developing temples, medical services,
schools and charitable concerns. By using
the finest quality hair we can confidently
guarantee the source, origin, quality and
ethicality of all hair used in the process. We
continually monitor the sourcing practice to
ensure no hair is obtained from exploitative
or unethical sources.

WHY US? Great Lengths only use
100% natural human hair for extensions that,
after application, look, feel and behave like
clients’ natural hair. All of our strands are
100% remy, meaning the natural hair cuticles
on each strand face in the same direction,
and so avoid tangling that occurs with nonremy hair. Our hair is also supplied double
drawn so it is the same thickness from root
to tip, and has natural, uncut lengths for
greater styling versatility after application.
Consultant Trichologist Iain Sallis recently
conducted scientific research on our bonds
and their effect on the hair and scalp*,
determining that they are not only superior
to the generic bonds tested, but also proving
the Great Lengths bond will not cause
damage when attached to hair with no
pre-existing damage.

OUR 3 CORE VALUES:

*Report conducted May 2015.

Ethicality.
Brand Superiority.
Creativity.

PROVEN TECHNOLOGY.

CLASSIC FUSION This tried and tested single
strand heat-based application system, ideally suited to
cylinder bonds, sparked a worldwide fashion phenomenon
over 20 years ago, and has established Great Lengths as
the world’s leading extensions brand.
The results are incredible—thorough hair coverage with
undetectable and comfortable extensions.

COLD FUSION Following on from the success
of the Classic Fusion system, Great Lengths added Cold
Fusion to the range; again, a single strand application
system and just as resilient. Cold Fusion produces perfect
small flat bonds as well as cylinder bonds so hair will
look and feel totally natural. Using ultrasound technology,
Cold Fusion uses virtually no heat and produces the same
amazing results whilst offering further protection to those
with finer, heat sensitive hair.

LOOK AFTER YOUR
GREAT LENGTHS.
Great Lengths offers a simple
aftercare and maintenance
programme which enables you
to keep their Great Lengths
hair extensions in optimum
condition. By using our
aftercare products you will
ensure your’ extensions look
and feel fantastic
for longer.
Our programme is simple, quick and
keeps the extensions perfect day after day.
Our aftercare range is not tested on animals
and includes specially developed shampoos,
conditioners, treatments and styling products.
All our products have a pH value that is compatible
with hair and skin, and is kind to the scalp.
We also offer a range of brushes to help
keep Great Lengths hair extensions looking
their best.

GL APPS
HAIR
GL Apps is our tape-in application service. Fun and
easy-to-wear, this hair offers you the opportunity to
instantly enhance the volume, length and colour of
your own hair. Made using the same quality 100%
human hair as our world-renowned pre-bonded
extensions, you can have GL Apps applied, removed
and then reapplied several times.
Hair can only be purchased by Great Lengths
certified salons and must be applied by a stylist.
GL Apps takes a fraction of the time to apply,
compared to Great Lengths pre-bonded
hair extensions.

WORD ON THE
STREET

Women across the world pride themselves on their
beautiful Great Lengths hair extensions. But what
many people don’t know is that Great Lengths can
also be used to transform the hair of men too!
Extensions for men can last up to three months
and take from only 45 minutes to apply.

Don’t delay, start promoting
Men-hancements in your
salon today!

CONTACT US
UK: +44 (0) 113 216 3070
Ire: +353 (0) 151 34153
info@greatlengthshair.co.uk
www.greatlengthshair.co.uk
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